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ABSTRACT
Strain has frequently been suggested to play

an important role in the function of many pro-
teins. Here, we review various definition of
strain and discuss how it may be quantified. We
show that covalent strain (i.e. strain caused by
covalent interactions) plays a minor role for the
function of all proteins we have studied, e.g.
blue copper proteins, desulforedoxin, CuA in
cytochrome c oxidase, and antibodies (the im-
munochromic effect). However, in small mole-
cules, such as the haem group and macrocyclic
model complexes, covalent strain may have a
pronounced effect. In general, significant strain
is seen when a molecule is constrained by co-
valent bonds in rings, whereas forces that de-
termine the local environment in proteins, i.e.
torsions and non-bonded interactions are too
weak to distort a bound molecule or metal sig-
nificantly.

INTRODUCTION
The suggestion that proteins use mechanical

strain to gain catalytic power is an old hypothe-
sis, discussed already by Pauling and Haldane
[1, 2]. The most classical example of a protein
for which strain has been suggested to play a
functional role is lysozyme [3]. It was origi-

nally suggested that this protein forces its sub-
strate to bind in an unfavourable conformation,
similar to that of the transition state. However,
theoretical calculations by Levitt and Warshel
convincingly showed that strain has a negligi-
ble influence on the rate of this enzyme. In-
stead, the activation energy is reduced by fa-
vourable electrostatic interactions in the transi-
tion state [4]. This and other cases have led
several leading biophysical chemists to argue
strongly against strain as an important factor in
enzyme catalysis and to conclude that a sub-
strate molecule is normally more rigid than a
protein [4–6]. However, we still see sugges-
tions that strain should be important for the
function of various enzymes [e.g. 7–9].

The two most well -known general hypothe-
ses for protein strain are the entatic state
[10,11] and the induced-rack theories [12,13].
Although most people consider these hypothe-
ses to be similar [e.g. 15], Wil liams has
strongly argued that this is not the case [11].
The induced-rack theory was presented by
Malmström in 1964 [16]. It suggests that a
protein can dictate the properties of a metal by
presenting a preformed chelating site with very
little flexibil ity, where the spatial arrangement
of the ligands is in conflict with the geometrical



preference of the metal ion. Originally, it did
not encompass entropic effects such as confor-
mational changes or solvation effects [13]. It is
based on the older rack mechanism formulated
by Lumry and Eyring ten years earlier [14], ac-
cording to which key functional groups can be
distorted by the overall protein conformations,
leading to anomalous properties.

The entatic state theory (from Greek
“entasis” , under tension or in a stretched state)
was introduced by Vallee and Williams in 1968
[10], although some of the ideas had been pre-
sented earlier [11]. It suggests that some pro-
teins contain a catalytically poised state intrin-
sic to the active site. In a recent review, the
concept was further specified: An entatic state
occurs in a protein when a group is forced into
an unusual, energised, geometric or electronic
state by misfitting to the protein fold [11].

In that review, Wil liams also discusses how
the protein may energise or may be energised
by a bound group in four different ways. In the
first case, the protein is rigid and only the group
distorts. This is called the entatic state. Alter-
natively, the group could be rigid and only the
protein distorts, which is called the induced
matrix state. The third alternative is that both
the protein and the group are distorted. Wil-
liams distinguishes between a local (induced
fit) or global distortion of the protein. The latter
case is the rack state according to Wil liams. It
should be noted, however, that Malmström
considers the blue copper proteins (the typical
example of the induced-rack theory) to be rigid
and the metal distorted (i.e. entatic in Williams’
nomenclature) [12,13].

During our theoretical investigations of the
structure and function of various metallopro-
teins [17–30], we have tested several strain hy-
potheses by quantifying the strain and estimat-
ing its importance for the function of the pro-
tein. We have in no case seen any significant
effect of strain in proteins. However, for
smaller molecules we have sometimes observed
strain, although not very large in energy terms

(10–20 kJ/mole). This has given us the oppor-
tunity to study how small strained molecules
differ from proteins. In this paper, we will re-
view these results.

We will first discuss various definitions of
strain. With a clear definition, the strain can be
quantified and we can estimate its functional
importance. Next, we examine two simple har-
monic models, which allow us to draw some
general conclusions about strain. Finally, we
describe some examples of systems were we
have or have not found significant strain.

For simplicity and clarity, we will t hrough-
out the article consider only how a protein may
strain the coordination sphere of a bound metal
ion. However, the principles are general and
apply to distortions of any group or molecule
bound to a protein.

DEFINITION
What is strain? Intuitively and in its well-

defined physical sense, something is strained
when it is not allowed to attain is natural
structure, i.e. when it is physically distorted [6].
For example, Comba has defined strain as de-
formation of a complex caused by interactions
between the atoms in it [15]. For a metal bound
to a protein, this implies that the geometric
preferences of the metal and the protein differ,
leading to stress forces in both the metal and
the protein.

Let us consider a typical example of a
strained molecule, cyclopropane. It is strained
because it does not assume the typical bond
lengths and angles of a normal saturated hydro-
carbon. We can take propane as the strainless
reference state and by comparing the geome-
tries, we can quantify the effect of strain in
bond lengths and angles. Moreover, we can
compare the heat of formation of the two com-
pounds and get an estimate of the strain energy.
However, this comparison is not fully straight-
forward, since the two compounds differ in the
number of atoms and bonds. Finally, we note
that the distortion is caused by the extra C–C



bond, forming a ring.
Thus, for this molecule, it is quite simple to

define what we mean by strain. However, when
we consider a protein, things start to be more
complicated. Clearly, protein strain arises when
the properties of a molecule (metal or group)
become distorted when bound to a protein. By
comparison with the cyclopropane example,
two things need to be settled before we have
clarified what we mean by protein strain. First,
we must specify the strainless reference state of
the molecule, and second we need to decide
what interactions (distorting factors) we in-
clude in the concept of strain [15].

At least two reference states are conceiv-
able: the same molecule in vacuum or in aque-
ous solution. The first choice is well -defined
and simple to study in theoretical calculation.
However, it is harder to study by experiments
and it may give rise to some artificial effects if
the molecule involves polar or charged groups,
since polar interactions are stronger in vacuum
than in a protein or in solvent [20].

An aqueous reference state is harder to de-
fine, since the concentration and composition
has to be specified. If a standard concentration
of 1 M is used, the molecules may start to in-
teract and polymerise, giving rise to effects
normally not considered as strain, whereas an
infinite dilution may lead to dissociation.
Moreover, an ionic strength of zero may seem
as artificial as vacuum for a biochemical sys-
tem.

For a metal complex these problems are es-
pecially pronounced, because the ligands wil l
most likely be replaced by water ligands at in-
finite dilution. It is also open to discussion if
other ligands (normally present in biological
systems) may be allowed to bind in the refer-
ence state, if the coordination number should be
allowed to change, and if the metal or ligands
should be allowed to react with each other.

Moreover, for metal complexes, the compo-
sition of the reference molecule is not clear,
because some of the native ligands normally

come from the protein. We will show in our
examples that this choice is crucial. Ideally, we
should use ligands that chemically resemble the
protein ligands as much as possible. At the
same time, they should not contain other
chemical or polar groups that may give rise to
distorting interactions in the reference state.
Therefore, the ligand models should typically
consist of the amino-acid side chain, but not the
backbone (e.g. imidazole for histidine, acetate
for aspartate, CH3S

– for cysteine, etc.). For the
longer side chains (lysine, glutamate, methio-
nine, etc.), the number of carbon atoms in the
model can be discussed. Our theoretical results
indicate, that one methyl group is normally
enough to obtained converged geometries, en-
ergies, and spectra [20,31]. It has been argued
that even smaller models can be used for ener-
gies [32].

Sometimes, an even wider definition of the
reference state is used, viz. the typical or ideal
geometry of the metal ion with any ligands (i.e.
not exactly those encountered in the protein)
[15]. For example, Wil liams suggests as the
reference state model complexes with freely
mobile ligands, e.g. water [11]. However, with
such a definition, it is not possible to quantify
strain in energy terms (neither by experiments
nor by calculations), since we compare differ-
ent molecules. Moreover, such a definition will
include the choice of metal ligands in the strain
concept, which is counterintuitive

For these reasons, we use the same mole-
cule (e.g. a metal with the same ligands as in
the protein) in vacuum as the reference state.
Yet, the most important point is not to settle the
reference state, but rather not to mix results
obtained with different reference states.

The second question is related to what we
mean by strain, but also to the cause of (the ex-
planation to, the mechanisms behind) the strain.
In cyclopropane, the extra C–C bond cause the
distortions and this is in accordance with our
intuitive meaning of strain as a mechanical
distortion caused by pushing or drawing in



bonds. However, in a protein, many more proc-
esses may be active, e.g. the choice of ligands,
electrostatics, hydrogen bonds, solvation ef-
fects, dynamics, etc., most of which we do not
normally consider as strain.

In molecular mechanics calculations, the
interaction between atoms is described by sepa-
rate energy terms for bonds, angles, dihedrals,
electrostatics, and Van der Waals interactions
(sophisticated force fields include more types
of terms, as well as cross terms) [57]. Based on
such a division, Warshel has defined strain as
distortions caused by covalent interactions
(bond, angles, and dihedrals) and possibly also
the repulsive part of the Van der Waals interac-
tion [4]. This is close to the intuitive conception
of mechanical strain. We have adopted this
definition and we wil l refer to it as covalent
strain. Thus, we distinguish between distortions
caused by covalent strain and those caused by
other mechanisms (which we try to identify).

The disadvantage with such a definition is
that it is strictly applicable only in molecular
mechanics simulations. In other theoretical cal-
culations, we can aim at isolating these effects,
but it is not always so easy. In experiments, it is
even worse. The alternative view, i.e. to include
all effects of the protein, is adopted by Gray,
Malmström, and Will iams in their concept
“constrained” in a recent commentary [33]. The
disadvantage of such a definition is that is says
nothing about the mechanism and that it is
counterintuitive.

Finally, a third point has also to be dis-
cussed: What is significant strain? This is im-
portant because all molecules necessarily ac-
quire slightly different properties when bound
to a protein. This is an effect of the trivial fact
that a protein is different from vacuum or solu-
tion (it has another effective dielectric constant
and presents specific electrostatic interactions).

This is most clearly seen for the reduction
potential of a metal. It strongly changes when a
metal is bound to a protein (even compared to a
metal complex with the same first-sphere lig-

ands). For example, the reduction potential of a
haem group bound to an octapeptide has a re-
duction potential that is 300–500 mV lower
than that in a protein, and synthetic [4Fe–4S]
clusters have reduction potentials that are 500–
800 mV lower than those in ferredoxins [34].
However, if we had similar sensitive probes we
would have seen the same effects for other
properties as well (geometry, chemical poten-
tial, etc.).

Therefore, we have to specify what we
mean by significant strain. We have used a
simple solution: We consider a metal to be sig-
nificantly strained if the strain energy is larger
than normal, i.e. larger than for most other
metalloproteins. We prefer to discuss strain in
energy terms (instead of geometry, for exam-
ple) because all processes in chemistry are gov-
erned by the (relative free) energy, and a large
change in geometry does not necessarily imply
a large energy [22,28]. Moreover, we demand
that an important constraint should have a sig-
nificant effect on the function of the protein.
Otherwise, the strain may be accidental.

QUANTIFY STRAIN
In order to test strain hypotheses, it is nec-

essary to quantify the effect of strain. Once the
concept strain has been defined, this can be
done, at least in principle. In this section we
will discuss how it can be done and point out
possible pitfalls.

With our reference state, i.e. the molecule in
vacuum, the reference properties (geometry,
energy, etc.) are easily obtained by quantum
chemical methods. We do not intend a lengthy
discussion about the best available quantum
chemical methods. We have used the B3LYP
method [35], which has been shown to be the
best widely available density functional [36–
38]. Density functional methods are known to
give excellent results for most systems (espe-
cially transition metal complexes) at a rather
modest cost [37,38] and must be considered the
method of choice for most systems of biologi-



cal interest.
A basis set of split-valence quality with po-

larisation functions on non-hydrogen atoms
(e.g. 6–31G* [39]) gives excellent geometries.
Typically, bond lengths between hydrogen and
first-row atoms are reproduced within 1 pm,
whereas bonds to transition metals are system-
atically overestimated by 2–7 pm [28,30]. For
weak interactions, e.g. metal–metal distances
the error can be larger [28,29]. Energies calcu-
lated with this method are usually reasonably
accurate [40]. However, for very accurate re-
sults, they could be improved by single-point
calculations using either larger basis sets (den-
sity functional methods are usually converged
at the triple-ζ level with double polarisation
functions on all atoms [36–38]) or with more
accurate methods, e.g. CASPT2, CCSD(T), or
G2 [41–43]. It should also be noted that if weak
intermolecular interactions are involved, a
method which explicitly treats dispersion
should be used, e.g. MP2 [44].

Once the theoretical method has been cho-
sen, the properties in vacuum can be calculated.
They should be compared with those in a pro-
tein, which can be obtained either from experi-
ments or from other calculations. If accurate
experimental data is available, this is of course
best. However, it must be remembered that
some of differences between the vacuum and
protein properties may then be caused by errors
in the theoretical method and not by strain. This
possible source of error can be compensated for
if calibrated theoretical results are available.

If experimental data are not available or if
they are too inaccurate, the structure of the
metal (or any other property) in the protein has
to be estimated by theoretical methods. This is
far from trivial and new methods are still de-
veloped. Several different levels of sophistica-
tion have been used and the method of choice
depends on the property of interest.

The lowest level is to assume that the pro-
tein has little influence on the properties and
calculate them directly in vacuum on an appro-

priate model system. This, of course, implies
that strain in Warshel’s sense is not important.
It has been suggested, for example, that the
protein has a limited influence on reaction
mechanism, provided that all residues involved
in the mechanism are included in the calcula-
tions, that there are no strong interactions (e.g.
hydrogen bonds) between the active site and
the rest of the enzyme, and that the total charge
of the model complex is zero [37,38].

The next level of approximation is to in-
clude the protein as a dielectric continuum with
a specified dielectric constant (typically 2–16)
[45,46]. This method has been used for reaction
energies in the protein and the correction is
typically small (~4 kJ/mole) if the model com-
plex is neutral [37,38]. It can be refined by
adding another continuum with the dielectric
constant of water (~80) outside the protein and
modelling each protein atom by a fractional
charge. Such methods have been used for the
calculation of reduction potentials in proteins
and for quantum chemical calculations and ge-
ometry optimisations [47–52]. In general, the
results are quite good. For example, it has been
shown that the reduction potential of related
proteins and mutants can be predicted with an
average error of 50 mV if the crystal structure
is known [52].

The alternative to these continuum models
is to use an atomic model of the protein and
solvent. A simple point-charge model of the
protein without any dielectric continuum has
been used for electronic spectra or reductions
potentials [31,50,53,54]. Warshel and cowork-
ers have extensively used a Langevin dipole
model of water together with polarisable point
charges for the protein atoms for the calculation
of reduction potentials, reaction energies, etc.
in the protein [4,52,55]. Most molecular me-
chanics methods also depend on an atomic de-
scription of the protein and they have success-
fully been used for the study of many properties
of proteins, including strain energies, dynamics,
and free energies [56–58]. The main problem



with such methods is the limited accuracy of
current classical force fields combined with
severe problems of convergence for the simu-
lation times attainable at present [57].

A way to circumvent these problems is to
combine molecular mechanics simulations with
more accurate quantum chemical methods for a
small system of interest (e.g. the active site).
This yields the combined quantum chemical
and molecular mechanics methods (QC/MM),
of which many different approaches are avail-
able [25,59–62]. In these, you can use the same
quantum chemical method as in vacuum.
Thereby, artefacts caused by systematic errors
in the theoretical method are minimised.
QC/MM methods have been used to calculate
structures, strain energies, and functional prop-
erties of metal sites in proteins [20,24–26,29,
59–62]. Very recently, we have modified this
technique to use crystallographic raw data
(structure factors) as a restraint for the protein
structure [63]. Thereby, we ensure that errors in
the quantum chemical or molecular mechanics
methods do not distort the structure away from
the experimental one. Thus, we obtain a struc-
ture that is an optimum compromise between
experiments and theory.

If you prefer to use aqueous solution as the
reference state, such properties could be calcu-
lated by modelling the surrounding solvent in a
similar way as the protein [58]. Methods of al-
most all the types discussed above have been
used for this. It should be noted, however, that
hydrogen bonds between the molecule of inter-
est and water often strongly influence the prop-
erties of the molecule, and therefore often need
to be explicitly included in the theoretical cal-
culations.

Up to now we have ignored the problem of
how to distinguish between various causes of
the distortions. If we use Gray, Malmström, and
Willi ams’ definition [33], all differences be-
tween the reference and protein calculations are
attributed strain. However, if we want to look
somewhat deeper into the cause of the distor-

tions and use Warshel’s restricted definition of
strain [4], the results are not so easily inter-
preted. In pure molecular mechanics methods,
the various contributions to the energy are
separated in the calculations and we can di-
rectly read off the strain as the bond, angle, and
dihedral terms or at least we can shut off each
contribution in separate calculations.

In quantum chemical calculations, this is
harder. In our QC/MM calculations, we have
separated the effect of covalent strain by per-
forming separate calculations in which the co-
valent links between the direct metal l igands
and the protein have been removed [20,24].
The resulting difference between these calcula-
tions and those of normal QC/MM calculations
is a measurement of covalent strain (as opposed
to electrostatic, hydrogen bond, and solvation
effects).

Finally, it should be noted that optimisation
methods give structures and energies at 0 K.
Strictly speaking, however, the chemically
relevant quantities are free energies and struc-
tures at ambient temperatures. There are theo-
retical methods to calculate also these quanti-
ties. For example, molecular dynamics simula-
tions directly reflect the dynamics of the system
and they, or Monte Carlo simulations, can be
used to obtain free energies by perturbation
methods [56,57].

These methods are in principle applicable
also with a quantum mechanical energy func-
tion, but the cost is normally prohibitively
large. Alternatively, free energies (together
with zero-point energies) can be estimated from
the vibrational frequencies of the molecule. In
general, such corrections are small and rather
insignificant [37,38]. For example, the inner-
sphere reorganisation energy of a realistic blue-
copper model changes by 6 kJ/mole (out of 63
kJ/mole) when zero-point and thermal correc-
tions are included. However, for structures the
dynamic effect at ambient temperatures may be
appreciable. For example, the length of the
weak Cu–SMet (methionine sulphur) bond in the



blue copper proteins increase by at least 10 pm
when the temperature is increased from 0 to
300 K [18].

HARMONIC MODELS
In this section we will examine two simple

systems with opposing forces. Although the
models are oversimpli fied, they il lustrate sev-
eral important concepts about strain in a
mathematically transparent way.

First, consider the system in Figure 1. It
represents a bond between a metal and a ligand,
for example the supposedly strained Cu–SMet

bond in the blue copper proteins. We assume
that without the protein, the potential of this
bond, as a function of the bond length r, fol-
lows a harmonic potential with the equilibrium
bond length r10 and the force constant k1.
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Similarly, we assume that without the metal
ion, there is a cavity in the protein, the size of
which also follows a harmonic potential with
an equilibrium size r20 and a force constant k2.
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When the metal is bound to the protein, there
will be a conflict if 2010 rr ≠ , and strain will
build up in both the protein and the metal1.
Equilibrium will attain when the forces of the
protein and the metal are equal but opposite
(i.e. when their sum vanishes). Since the force
is the negative of the first derivative of the po-
tential with respect to r, they can easily be de-
rived in this simple model (c.f. Hook’s law):

)()( 1011 rrkrF −= (3)
)()( 2022 rrkrF −= (4)

Therefore, we can directly find the equilibrium
bond length req as a function of r10, k1, r20, and
k2:
                                          
1 This model is not fully realistic, because the potentials of the free
metal and protein may change when they bind. Strictly speaking,
we should have used different force constants and equili brium
distances in the reference states and in the coupled state. However,
for clarity, we ignore this effect.
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By comparing req with r1 and r2, we can see
how much the bond lengths wil l distort from
the strainfree values. In particular, the quotient
of the distortions of the bonds in the protein is
given by:
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(6),

i.e. the quotient of the corresponding force con-
stants. Thus, the most flexible interaction will
distort most, which is fully intuitive.

This relation propagates also to the corre-
sponding strain energies. The strain energy of
the metal is V1(req)–V1 (r10) and a similar rela-
tion applies for the protein. Again, we see that
the quotient of the strain energies is given by
the quotient of the corresponding force con-
stants:
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(7)

Thus, the more flexible part (metal or protein)
will acquire the largest strain energy.

This model shows that in general, both the
metal and the protein will distort when they
interact and the relative distortion is determined
by relative size of their force constants. Thus,
among Williams’ four cases of an energised
metal site [11], the typical case is the induced
fit or rack, where both the protein and the metal
are distorted. The entatic and induced matrix
states can be seen as limiting cases when the
force constant of the protein is much larger than
that of the metal or vice versa. The meaning of

r

V2

V1

Figure 1. Schematic picture of the harmonic model in
Eqn. (1)–(2).



“much larger” is not discussed by Wil liams
(and is harder to define when all bonds between
the metal and the protein are considered), but it
is clear that the decision is based on observed
distortions, rather than on energies or force
constants.

This analysis suggests that we shall com-
pare the magnitude of the force constants of
various interactions in a protein and a metal
site. They can be found in the force fields of
any common biochemical simulation package.
We have used those of the Amber force field
[64].

The harmonic force constant of a covalent
bond is typically between 600 (S–S) and 2600
(carboxylate C–O) kJ/mole/Å2. It is large for
charged, polar, and aromatic groups, and
smaller for second-row atoms. Bonds to metals
are weaker, having force constants ranging
between 400 kJ/mole/Å2 for a strong Cu–SCys

bond and 40 kJ/mole/Å2 for a weak Cu–SMet

interaction [18]. The force constants of angles
are 120–340 kJ/mole/Å2 in normal molecules
and 40–100 kJ/mole/Å2 around metals. Those
of dihedral angles in aromatic systems are
similar in magnitude, 20–100 kJ/mole/Å2,
whereas they are smaller in non-aromatic sys-
tems, <8 kJ/mole/Å2.

The effective force constants of non-bonded
interactions are harder to estimate, since they
depend on the distance between the interacting
atoms. However, for a Van der Waals interac-
tion, we may get an estimate of the effective
force constant from the second derivative of the
Lennard–Jones potential at its minimum. For
the Amber force field, it varies between 2 and 8
kJ/mole/Å2. However, at short distances it be-
comes appreciably larger.

The electrostatic interaction is even harder
to quantify, since it depends on the charges of
the interacting atoms as well as their distance.
Moreover, there is no optimum distance, but
the energy decreases linearly with the distance
between two charges, and as r–3 between two
dipoles. The interaction is also stronger in vac-

uum than in solution or in a protein. The best
we can do is to consider a typical example, e.g.
the water dimer, which has a force constant of
~40 kJ/mole/Å2 at the minimum. This estimate
includes both electrostatic and Van der Waals
interactions, and at the same time estimates the
strength of a typical hydrogen bond.

This inventory gives us the opportunity to
analyse relative force constants for some sys-
tems, giving us a deeper understanding in the
relative strength of the opposing forces. First,
let us consider cyclopropane, for which strain is
caused by an extra covalent C–C bond and the
effect of strain is seen in the distorted angles
and dihedrals. This agrees with our inventory:
bonds are about five times more rigid than an-
gles and more than hundred times more rigid
than the torsional angles. Moreover, the C–C–C
angles cannot be improved by changing the
bond lengths, since they are part of a ring. This
shows that covalent rings are effective in in-
ducing strain.

For a metal bound to a protein, things are
different. As we saw above, metal–ligand
bonds are weaker than covalent bonds, but
stronger than angles. However, the local envi-
ronment in a protein is dictated by non-
aromatic torsions (of the side chains) and by
Van der Waals interactions. They are weaker
than metal–ligand bonds and normally allow
for quite appreciable movements of the ligands
(~100 pm). Therefore, it is unlikely that a pro-
tein may dictate moderate changes in the metal
geometry. Several other authors have arrived at
the same conclusion [4–6].

For larger changes, however, the protein
backbone has to move, which involves secon-
dary structure elements and therefore the possi-
ble disruption of many hydrogen bonds and a
change in the packing and solvent accessibili ty
of hydrophobic groups. These cooperative ef-
fects of the protein fold might give rise to ap-
preciable energies and forces (but only after all
the weaker, local, interactions have distorted
fully), and they explain how proteins can dic-



tate metal l igands and protect metal sites from
unwanted ligands. However, these effects are
not covalent strain (i.e. they are not caused
primarily by covalent interactions). Moreover,
there is no distorting force for these effects.

We have estimated total strain energies in
the blue copper proteins, supposed to be ex-
traordinary rigid [6,10,11,16,17,65], as an ef-
fect of possible constraints in the Cu–SMet bond
[18]. The result showed very modest strain en-
ergies for sizeable changes in the geometry, e.g.
0.2–2.5 kJ/mole for a 20-pm change in the bond
length, and 5 kJ/mole for a 50-pm change. This
illustrates that even a rigid protein is locally
flexible.

Next, we consider the slightly different
model in Figure 2. In this case, we assume that
the protein is rigid and look at a metal bound to
the protein by two bonds, the potentials of
which follow Eqns. (8) and (9), respectively.
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In our Cu–SMet example, the atoms in Figure 1b
can be interpreted as Cu in the middle, SMet at
the left side and another ligand atom, e.g. SCys

on the right side. The only difference to the
previous model is that the lengths of the two
bonds may differ, r3 and r4. Furthermore, we
assume that the two bonds remain parallel and
that the sum of the two bonds are constant, r0

(the protein is rigid):

043 rrr =+ (10).
This applies when there are no further forces
and 04030 rrr <+ , i.e. when the bonds are
stretched. If the bonds are compressed, the an-
gle between the three atoms will also change.

With the same argument as above, equilib-
rium will obtain when the sum of the corre-
sponding forces vanishes. This gives the fol-
lowing two equilibrium bond lengths:
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Just as in the previous model, we will find that
the relative geometric distortion of the two
bonds and the relative strain energy will be re-
lated to the quotient of the corresponding force
constants:
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This model shows that if a metal site is con-
strained, there must always be distortions in at
least two bonds.

For example, it is impossible that only the
Cu–SMet bond in the blue copper proteins is
strained [66,67]. There must also be strain in
some of the other three copper ligands. In fact,
the resultant of the strain forces of the three
strong ligands should equal the negative of the
strain force of the methionine ligand. Even if
the force constants of the former ligands are 4–
10 times larger than that of the methionine li-
gand [18], the forces on them would be appre-
ciable, because they form an approximate tri-
gonal plane, perpendicular to the methionine
ligand. A simple calculation based on the crys-
tal structure of plastocyanin [68] indicates that
the force on each of the strong ligands should
be 2–3 times that on the methionine ligand.
Consequently, the distortion of each of the
strong bonds should be at least 20% of that of
the Cu–SMet bond. Such distortions are not ob-
served, which support our argument below that
there is in fact little strain in the Cu–SMet bond.

This model also illustrates the importance

V4V3

r1 r2

Figure 2. Schematic picture of the harmonic model in
Eqn. (8)–(9).



of cyclic systems to introduce strain in a metal:
the metal must be kept fixed at two positions in
order to induce strain. This is most easily
achieved in cyclic systems, where the angular
and torsional freedom is restricted by aromatic-
ity (as in a porphyrin) or bulky side groups (as
in many inorganic models).

STRAIN AND ACTIVATION ENERGIES
It has been argued that strain, or more gen-

erally, a destabilisation of the substrate, directly
decreases the activation energy [69,70]. The
argument is illustrated in Figure 3a. Without
the enzyme, the substrate S has to overcome a
transition state T with an activation energy E1

before reaching the product P. However, by
destabilising the substrate when it is bound to
the enzyme (ES), it comes closer to the transi-
tion state, and the activation energy would be
lowered (E2). Thus, the binding energy of the
enzyme is partly used to promote the reaction.

Unfortunately, this argument is incomplete.
The activation energy, which determines the
rate of the catalysed reaction, is the difference
in energy between the highest transition state
along the reaction path and the reactant (sub-
strate or intermediate) with lowest energy be-

fore that transition state [3]. Thus, if we include
the free substrate and product, together with the
transition state of the uncatalysed reaction, (all
at infinite separation from the enzyme, E+S,
E+T, and E+P) in the energy diagram (Figure
3b), we see that, if the enzyme does not lower
the transition state, the activation energy of the
full reaction will still be E1 (provided that the
energies of the transition states for the binding
of the substrate to, T1 or dissociation of the
product from the enzyme, T2, are not higher).
Thus, destabilisation of the substrate–enzyme
complex does not automatically lead to cataly-
sis. Otherwise, we could reduce the activation
energy simply by dividing the reaction into
many steps, each with a small activation en-
ergy.

Instead, the important thing is the energy of
the transition state relative to that of the lowest
intermediate. If it is lowered as E3 in Figure 3b,
the reaction rate will increase. This could in
principle be done by a rigid site, complemen-
tary to transition state, but this comes close to
the normal source of catalytic power, the pref-
erential stabilisation of the transition state [3,
6]. Of course, it is also important that the
enzyme–substrate complex (ES) is not too sta-
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Figure 3. Two energy profiles of the S→P reaction in solution and in an enzyme. The left picture (a) shows the iso-
lated reaction and how the activation energy has been suggested to decrease by destabili sation of the enzyme–sub-
strate complex (ES) [70]. The right picture (b) shows that if the complete reaction is considered, there is no gain from
such a mechanism, unless the energy of the transition state is lowered.



ble, because it normally has the lowest energy
before the transition state.

STRAIN IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
In this section we will examine four systems

for which strain has been suggested to play an
important role. We will show that in all cases,
covalent strain (in the sense of Warshel [4]) is
small i n energy terms and of little functional
value. However, we will also discuss two sys-
tems where covalent strain is significant and
has a clear-cut function. It should be noted that
these are only a few examples from our investi-
gations. The list could be elongated, e.g. with
myoglobin (discrimination between CO and O2

by strain or electrostatic stabilisation) [9,110–
112] and vitamin B12 enzymes (the mechano-
chemical trigger mechanism) [7,113], but the
results are similar.

Blue copper proteins
The blue copper proteins are a group of

electron transfer proteins characterised by a
number of unusual properties, e.g. a bright blue
colour, a narrow hyperfine splitting in the elec-
tronic spin resonance (ESR) spectra, and high
reduction potentials [71–73]. Moreover, crystal
structures of the oxidised form of these proteins
show a structure distinct from what is normally
observed for small inorganic complexes
(tetragonal to distorted octahedral [74]): The
copper ion is bound to the protein in an ap-
proximate trigonal plane formed by a cysteine
thiolate group and two histidine nitrogen atoms.
The coordination sphere in most blue copper
sites is completed by one or two axial ligands,
typically a methionine thioether group [24,71–
73]. Such a geometry is similar to what can be
expected for Cu(I) complexes, and reduced
blue copper proteins have copper coordination
geometries that are very close to those of the
oxidised proteins [72,73,75]. Naturally, this is a
functional advantage for an electron transfer
protein; if the two oxidation states of the copper
centre have similar structures, the reorganisa-

tion energy will be low, and the rate of electron
transfer will be high [76].

These unusual properties of the oxidised
form of the blue copper proteins have tradition-
ally been explained by protein strain: It has
been suggested that the rigid protein forces the
Cu(II) ion to bind in a geometry more similar to
the one preferred by Cu(I). In fact, the blue
copper proteins have been the typical example
of both the entatic state [10,11,65] and the in-
duced-rack hypotheses [12,13,16]. Recently,
this suggestion has been challenged [17,66],
leading to some lengthy debate [27,33,67,77]
and a new formulation of the induced-rack hy-
pothesis [78,79]. This debate nicely il lustrates
the importance of using the same definition of
strain.

In order to test the strain hypotheses for the
blue copper proteins, we optimised the geome-
try of Cu(imidazole)2(SCH3)(S(CH3)2)

+ as a
realistic model of the prototypical Cu(His)2-
CysMet blue copper centre using the density
functional B3LYP method [17]. The results in
Figure 4 and Table 1 show that the optimised
geometry is virtually identical to the one ob-
served experimentally in the blue copper pro-
teins. Almost all bond lengths and bond angles
around the copper ion are within the range ob-

Figure 4. A comparison of the optimised structure of
Cu(imidazole)2(SCH3)(S(CH3)2)

+ [17] and the crystal
structure of plastocyanin (shaded) [68].



served in crystal structures, and most of them
are close to the average values for the proteins.
It should be noted that no information from the
crystal structure has been used to obtain these
structures; they are entirely an effect of the
chemical preferences of the copper ion and its
four ligands. Similar results were obtained for
two other groups of blue copper proteins, nitrite
reductase and stellacyanin [19,53] (Table 1).
These results clearly show that the cupric blue
copper site is not significantly strained com-
pared to the vacuum structure with the same
ligands.

Further calculations showed that the un-
usual trigonal geometry in the blue copper
proteins is caused by the strong interaction
between the Cu(II) ion and the cysteine thiolate
ligand, where much charge is transferred to the
copper ion, giving it significant Cu(I) character
[53,80]. Moreover, we have tried to quantify
the protein strain by optimising the geometry of
the copper site also inside the protein using our
QC/MM geometry optimisation program, both
with and without the covalent bonds between
the protein and the copper ligands [20]. With
the bonds intact, the protein structure is desta-
bilised by 33–66 kJ/mole in vacuum. This is
similar to what is found in other proteins tested
with the same method, viz. alcohol dehydroge-

nase (both the catalytic and structural zinc
ions), rubredoxins, and [2Fe–2S] ferredoxins
[23–26,29]. If the bonds are broken, the energy
decreases by ~25 kJ/mole, which is an estimate
of the covalent strain in the blue copper site.
This is slightly lower than for the structural
zinc ion in alcohol dehydrogenase, the only
other site investigated with the same method
[24].

Even more interesting, we have shown that
the inner-sphere reorganisation energy of the
copper site (which, together with the reduction
potential and the electronic coupling matrix
element, determines the rate of electron transfer
for the site [76]) actually increases by covalent
strain (i.e. the reaction is counteracted by
strain) [20]. This has also been observed ex-
perimentally [81]. Thus, our investigations
have shown that the blue copper proteins are
not more strained than other metalloproteins,
that the strain energy is modest, and that cova-
lent strain has no functional significance; in
short, the blue copper site is not strained in our
sense of strain.

Does this mean that the blue-copper site is
not entatic? Of course not. According to Wil-
liams, a metal site is entatic if the protein
structure without the metal is the same when
the metal is bound and if the geometry of the

Table 1. Comparison of the geometry of optimised models and crystal structures of blue copper proteins [17,19,53].
Ax is the axial li gand and ϕ the angle between the SCys–Cu–Ax and N–Cu–N planes.

Model Distance to Cu (pm) Angle subtended at Cu (°) ϕ
SCys N Ax N–N SCys–N SCys–Ax N–Ax

Cu(imidazole)2(SCH3)(S(CH3)2)
+a 218 204 267 103 120–122 116 94–95 90

Plastocyanin oxidised 207–221 189–222 278–29196–104112–144102–110 85–108 77–89
Cu(imidazole)2(SCH3)(S(CH3)2) 232 214–215 237 109 105–108 115 107–113 89
Cu(imidazole)2(SCH3)(S(CH3)2)

b 227 205–210 290 119 112–120 99 100–101 88
Plastocyanin reduced 211–217 203–239 287–29191–118110–141 99–114 83–110 74–80

Cu(imidazole)2(SH)(S(CH3)2)
+c 223 205–206 242 100 97–141 103 95–126 62

Nitrite reductase oxidised 208–223 193–222 246–27096–102 98–140 103–109 84–138 56–65
Cu(imidazole)2(SCH3)(OCCH3NH2)

+a 217 202–206 224 103 122–125 113 92–95 88
Stellacyanin oxidised 211–218 191–206 221–22797–105116–141101–107 87–102 82–86

a Trigonal structure
b The Cu–SMet bond length was constrained to 290 pm.
c Tetragonal structure



metal in the protein differ from the one in
model complexes with freely mobile ligands
[11]. Apparently, both these premises are ful-
filled for the blue copper proteins (in fact, there
some differences between the apo- and holo-
protein [82], showing that it is open to discus-
sion how large changes are allowed) and there-
fore the proteins are entatic and then also con-
strained in the sense of Gray, Malmström and
Willi ams [33]. However, as was discussed
above, this does not say anything about the
cause of the unusual structure, nor is it possible
to quantify this strain in energy terms.

It is clear that both the entatic state and the
induced-rack hypotheses in their original for-
mulations included components of covalent
stain [13,10,65]. Our calculations show that this
mechanism is not active in the blue copper
proteins. Instead, the unusual structure and the
low reorganisation energy are caused by the
choice of copper ligands, in particular the cys-
teine thiolate ligand [80]. In other words, the
reduced and oxidised proteins attain very simi-
lar structure because the metal wants it, not be-
cause the protein forces it upon the metal. Thus,
we have shown a new mechanism for the cata-
lytic efficiency of these proteins. However,
they are still entatic, because this theory is de-
fined purely on experimental observations and
does not say anything about the mechanism be-
hind the observation. This shows the strength of
our definition

The blue-copper site was assumed to be
strained because its structure differed from that
of inorganic models. However, no small inor-
ganic models are available with freely mobile
ligands of exactly the same type as found in the
blue copper proteins [83,84]. This is caused by
many practical problems in the synthesis of
such complexes [85], most prominently that
thiolates are oxidised by Cu(II) . This illustrates
the risk of using a complex with different lig-
ands as a reference state of the metal. By such a
definition, the blue copper site is unnatural, but
the difference is not caused by strain but by the

choice of ligands.
Naturally, the protein has other functions

than providing the proper ligands [17,27]. For
example, it protects the copper site against wa-
ter [11,17,33], which could come in as an addi-
tional or replacing ligand to copper, thereby
stabilising a more tetragonal structure with a
higher reorganisation energy [53]. Moreover, it
also affects the local dielectric mili eu of the
copper ion, thereby increasing the reduction
potential of the copper site [78]. However, this
is not a mechanical deformation and therefore
not what people normally call strain. Further-
more, the same effect on the reduction potential
is seen in all redox-active metal proteins.

Recently, it has been proposed that the
Cu(I)–SMet bond is the only (covalently)
strained structural parameter of the blue copper
site [66,67], and that this constraint would fix
the reduction potential of the site [78,79]. This
suggestion is partly based on the fact that this
bond is shorter in calculated structures (~235
pm) than in proteins (~290 pm), c.f. Table 1.
However, when comparing calculated and ex-
perimental structures, there is always the possi-
bility that the differences are caused by errors
in the calculations. We have shown that the
Cu–SMet bond is extremely flexible [17,22]: It
costs only 4 kJ/mole to change it to the distance
found in the protein, i.e. well within the error
limit of the method. Moreover, every improve-
ment of the method, basis set, model system,
solvation effect, etc. tend to increase the bond
length [17,40], as do the dynamics at ambient
temperatures [18]. Thus, it is far from clear that
there is any discrepancy between calculations
and experiments for this bond, but if there is
any, it is extremely small i n energy terms.

Furthermore, we have examined the possi-
ble effect of any constraints in this bond on the
reduction potential of the copper site. Irrespec-
tively of the effective dielectric constant of the
protein, the effect of constraints in the Cu–SMet

bond is less than 70 mV [22]. If the second ax-
ial l igand, present in some proteins, is also



taken into account and removal of axial l igands
is considered, the possible effect is larger, up to
140 mV. Still, this range is quite small consid-
ering that the reduction potentials of blue cop-
per proteins vary between 180 and ~1000 mV.
The effects of solvation and oriented dipoles
around the copper site are most likely more im-
portant [86,87]. It is not even probable that the
observed differences in the reduction potentials
are caused by variations in the Cu–SMet bond
length. Unambiguous effects are only seen
when the methionine ligand is removed or re-
placed by other ligands [88], but this is an ef-
fect of ligand substitution and not of covalent
strain.

This reduces the discussion about a strained
Cu–SMet bond to semantics, i.e. what is signifi-
cant strain and what is a significant change in
reduction potential. From crystal and NMR
structures, it obvious that the Cu–SMet bond
length varies among proteins (260–295 pm for
sites with the normal li gands His2CysMet) [33],
more than what can be assigned to the experi-
mental uncertainty. However, our calculations
show that this variation corresponds to less than
4 kJ/mole in energy terms. Is this a significant

strain energy or is it similar to what you would
find for other geometric parameters (although
the geometric differences would be much
smaller, because other bonds are less flexible)?
Is it even meaningful to discuss differences in
the bond length of such a flexible bond, which
show very large dynamic variations at ambient
temperature [18]?

Desulforedoxin
Iron–sulphur clusters are ubiquitous in biol-

ogy and one of the three common electron car-
riers in proteins, together with blue copper
proteins and cytochromes [89,90]. The simplest
iron–sulphur cluster is the rubredoxin site, con-
sisting of an iron ion bound to four cysteine
thiolate groups. Normally, these sites are nearly
tetrahedral, with S–Fe–S angles in the range
104–117°, i.e. similar to what is found for inor-
ganic (104–115°) and theoretical (106–112°)
models of this site [29,91]. However, in the
desulforedoxins, a group of rubredoxins from
the bacteria Desulfovibrio, the variation is ap-
preciably larger, 103–122° [8c]. The reason for
this variation is that two of the cysteine ligands
come directly after each other in sequence,

                
Figure 5. The optimum structure of Fe(SCH3)4

–  with (left) and without one S–Fe–S angle (the upper one) constrained
to 122° (111° in the unconstrained structure) [29]. The energy difference of the two structures is 3.2 kJ/mole.



which for steric reason gives rise to the largest
angle. This has been taken as evidence that the
site is strained by the protein to a catalytic ad-
vantage [8c].

In order to test this suggestion, we have op-
timised the geometry of Fe(SCH3)4

–/2– with one
of the S–Fe–S angles constrained to 122° (Fig-
ure 5). This increased the energy of the com-
plex (compared to the unconstrained structure),
but only by 3 kJ/mole in both the reduced and
oxidised states [29]. This is a measure of the
strain energy (relative to the optimum vacuum
geometry) and it shows that the strain is very
small i n energy terms. Moreover, the calculated
inner-sphere reorganisation energy of the con-
strained complex is 4 kJ/mole higher than for
the unconstrained complex, so the constraint
does not enhance the rate of electron transfer.
Neither does the reduction potential change
significantly, since the energy of reduced and
oxidised forms increased by the same amount
when constrained. Therefore, it seems that this
larger angle, which undoubtedly is caused by
the protein, does not affect the properties of the
iron–sulphur site in any significant way.

This analysis shows that a large observed
difference in a geometric parameter does not
necessarily imply that it is important for the
function. Instead, it may reflect a small force
constant (the site is flexible) so that the differ-
ence in energy terms is small and therefore of
minor functional importance. To get a measure
of the importance of the geometric effect, the
strain energy has to be estimated and the func-
tional implications of it has to be investigated.

The immunochromic effect
The third example comes from a quite dif-

ferent system. Five years ago, results were pre-
sented in Nature showing that the absorption of
a Cu(I) bis-bipyridine complex (Figure 6) is
red-shifted by up to 55 nm when bound to anti-
bodies raised against a similar silicon bis-
biphenyl complex (spirosilane) [8a]. It was
suggested that the reason for this “ immuno-
chromic” effect is that the antibody compresses

the Cu–ligand bonds by about 16 pm, i.e. the
difference between the Si–C (187 pm) and the
Cu–N bonds (203 pm) in the free spirosilane
and copper complexes, respectively [8a]. The
proposal was supported by quantum chemical
calculations, showing that a 19-pm contraction
of the Cu–N bond length could give rise to a
45-nm spectral red-shift in one of the absorp-
tion lines (calculations on the most realistic
model gave only a 15-nm shift, however). The
remaining difference was attributed to solvent
effects.

Let us analyse this superficially attractive
argument. First, we note that the authors use the
same reference state as we, i.e. the optimum
geometry of the copper complex in vacuum.
Using this reference, they estimate the cost of
compressing the Cu–N bonds to 50–63
kJ/mole. This is a very high energy, compared
to the effects we have observed, e.g. 4 kJ/mole
for the Cu–SMet bond in the blue copper pro-
teins. Logically, this energy must be taken from
the binding energy of the ligand to the antibody
– it corresponds to a reduction of the binding
constant by 108–1011, i.e. quite an unrealistic
strain energy.

Second, it is unlikely that a too small cavity
would compress only the Cu–N bonds. A more

Figure 6. The Cu(I) bis-bipyridine complex suggested
to be strained by an antibody [8a].



realistic model of a tight binding site is to op-
timise the structure of the copper complex con-
straining the distance between the two most
distant atoms in the structure. This results in a
structure where the strain energy is reduced to
20 kJ/mole and where the Cu–N bonds are
compressed by only 9 pm. Thus, a rigid protein
would shorten the Cu–N bonds by only half of
the amount suggested. Most importantly, how-
ever, the antibody will also distort and this
distortion will be substantial since, as we dis-
cussed above, a protein has numerous degrees
of freedom, which are appreciably more flexi-
ble than the Cu–N bonds [17]. The actual effect
of the protein is impossible to estimate without
a detailed structure of the antibody, but consid-
ering that the Cu–N bonds are fairly strong, the
major change is expected to be found in the
protein.

Consequently, compression of the Cu–N
bonds does not seem to be a credible cause of
the observed red shifts; instead an alternative
reason has to be found. However, a 55 nm
spectral shift for a ligand bound to a protein is
not unprecedented. For example, it is well-
known that the absorption peaks of the three

colour receptors in the goldfish eye are 455,
530, and 625 nm. This 170-nm variation is
caused by small differences in the proteins,
mainly in three hydroxyl groups near the retinal
chromophore [3]. Moreover, quantum chemical
calculations have shown that a protein may
change the absorption energy of a chromophore
by at least 2000 cm–1 (corresponding to ~50 nm
at the relevant wavelengths) [31,53]. Thus, a
more probable reason for the immunochromic
effect is that the antibody presents charged and
polar residues near the chromophore, which
affect the spectrum by their electric field.

Actual strain in cytochromes
Our fourth example involves a system

where covalent strain actually is significant,
both in terms of energy and function. This
shows that we really can find and quantify
strain by our methods, i.e. we have not defined
away this possibility. The example again comes
from bioinorganic chemistry, viz. from the cy-
tochromes, the third widely used group of elec-
tron carriers. In these proteins, the electron is
carried by a haem group, i.e. an iron ion bound
to a porphyrin ring. Two axial ligands from the

    
Figure 7. The difference in geometry between the reduced and oxidised (shaded) forms of Fe(porphine)(imidazole)-
(S(CH3)2) (left) and Fe(NH(CH)3NH)2(imidazole)(S(CH3)2) with a broken porphyrin ring.



protein complete the octahedral coordination
sphere of the iron ion. They are typically his-
tidine or methionine, although other groups are
occasionally encountered [92]. The iron ion
alternates between Fe(II) and Fe(III) during
electron transfer, always in the low-spin state.

Porphyrin is an interesting group. In its
metal-free form it is free of strain and very sta-
ble [70]. However, as it is a cyclic molecule
formed by covalent bond and with the ring
system constrained by aromaticity, the central
hole has a quite fixed size, appropriate for ions
with a radius of 60–70 pm [70]. This means
that low-spin Fe(II) (ionic radius 61 pm) should
fit well i nto the hole, whereas low-spin Fe(II I)
should be slightly too small (ionic radius 55
pm). Thus, we would expect the porphyrin ring
to elongate the Fe(III )–NPor bonds, making
them more similar to Fe(II )–NPor bonds.
Thereby the inner-sphere reorganisation energy
would be reduced and the rate of electron trans-
fer increased.

We have tested this suggestion by calculat-
ing the inner-sphere reorganisation energy of
iron porphine (a haem group without the pe-
ripheral substituents) and of Fe(NH(CH)3NH)2

(c.f. Figure 7). In the latter model, the porphy-
rin ring has been split into two halves and the
pyrole rings have been removed. Therefore, the
molecule can no longer exert any ring strain in
this molecule, but it retains the double negative
charge, the number of carbon bonds in each
half-ring, and almost the same ligand proper-
ties. Thus, differences in the reorganisation en-
ergy should reflect primarily strain in the por-
phyrin ring. For the axial l igands, we used in

both cases imidazole and S(CH3)2 as models of
histidine and methionine, respectively.

The results of these calculations are shown
in Table 2. They show that the porphyrin ring
elongates the Fe–NPor distances in both oxida-
tion states, but more for Fe(III) (9 pm) than for
Fe(II) (~3 pm). Therefore, the small model
gives rise to appreciably larger changes in the
equatorial Fe–NPor distances upon reduction (5–
6 pm) than the porphyrin model (1 pm). The
changes for the axial ligands are similar to
those of the full porphyrin model (smaller for
Fe–NHis but larger for Fe–SMet). Consequently,
the reorganisation energy of the small model is
twice as high as the one of the porphyrin
model, 16 compared to 8 kJ/mole. Thus, cova-
lent strain decreases the reorganisation energy
for the haem group in the cytochromes by
8 kJ/mole. Naturally, this increases the rate of
electron transfer for the cytochromes.

This example shows that covalent strain can
be of a functional value. However, the strain is
found in a macrocyclic cofactor and not in a
protein. Considering our harmonic models, this
is not unexpected. To constrain metal bonds,
we need something with a larger force constant.
Thus, we need covalent bonds and they must be
parts of a ring system in order to avoid that
changes in angles and torsions relax the strain.

We also note that the observed strain energy
is not very large, only 8 kJ/mole. This is a typi-
cal result – we seldom see distortion energies
larger than this in native proteins and cofactors.
In fact, Lil jefors and coworkers have argued
that a molecule is distorted by less than 12
kJ/mole when bound to a protein [58]. Nature is

Table 2. Geometries and inner-sphere reorganisation energies (kJ/mole) for two cytochrome models, calculated in the
low-spin state.

Model Oxidation Reorganisation Distance to Fe (pm)
state energy NPor NHis SMet

Fe(porphine)(Im)(S(CH3)2) II 4.2 202 203 243
II I 4.1 201 200 244

Fe(NH(CH)3NH)2(Im)(S(CH3) 2) II 7.3 198–199 202 244
II I 8.3 193 202 247



not wasteful with binding energies (12 kJ/mole
corresponds to an increase in the dissociation
constant by a factor of 120) [5].

Protein or model strain?
Our final example is perhaps the most inter-

esting, because it compares directly a metal site
in a protein with an inorganic complex de-
signed to mimic it. Such synthetic analogues
[93] are widely used in bioinorganic chemistry
and they are supposed to be the best way to
study how the protein modifies the chemical
properties of a metal sites. In fact, it is widely
assumed that inorganic models are flexible and
strainfree [13].

Let us consider the CuA site in cytochrome c
oxidase and nitrous oxide reductase [94–97]. It
is essentially a dimeric blue copper site with
two copper ions bridged by two cysteine lig-
ands (Figure 8). Each copper ion has an addi-
tional histidine ligand and a weakly bound axial
ligand, either a methionine sulphur or a back-
bone carbonyl oxygen. CuA is also an electron
carrier, alternating between the fully reduced
and the mixed-valence (CuI + CuII) states. In

the latter state, the single unpaired electron is
delocalised between the two copper ions.

An inorganic model of the mixed-valence
CuA site has been synthesised by Tolman and
coworkers [98] (Figure 9a). It differs from the
CuA site in the proteins in some conspicuous
ways, as can be seen in Table 3. In particular,
the Cu–Cu distance is longer and the bonds to
the axial ligands are shorter in the inorganic
model. It has been shown by a combination of
experimental and theoretical techniques that
this difference can be traced down to a differ-
ence in the electronic ground state of the two
complexes: In the protein, the singly occupied
orbital is σ* antibonding with respect to the
Cu–Cu axis, whereas it is π bonding in the in-
organic model complex [99,100].

It has been suggested that the natural, un-
strained state of CuA is the one found in the in-
organic model, and that the short bond in the
protein can be attributed to protein strain [101].
More precisely, it has been suggested that the
protein enforces long Cu–SMet and Cu–O dis-
tances onto the site (the distances to the axial
ligands in the model are very short, 212 pm).

Figure 8. The optimised structure of the σ* mixed-valence (Im)(S(CH3)2)Cu(SCH3)Cu(Im)(CH3CONHCH3) complex
compared to the crystal structure of the CuA site in cytochrome c oxidase (shaded) [104].



The reduced charge donation to the copper ions
should then be compensated by shortening the
other copper–ligand distances, including the
Cu–Cu distance. This would lead to formation
of a Cu–Cu bond and the change in the elec-
tronic ground state, and it has been suggested to
significantly alter the reduction potential of the
site in the protein.

We have studied the CuA site with the same
methods as the blue copper proteins [28] and
found no evidence of any significant covalent
strain. The optimum vacuum structure of both
the reduced and mixed-valence (σ*) states are
imposingly similar to the structure found in the
protein (Figure 8 and Table 3). We could also
obtain the π state as a stable structure, and it is
energetically almost degenerate with the σ*
state. The Cu–Cu, Cu–SMet, and Cu–O interac-
tions are extremely flexible and can alter the
reduction potential by at most 100 mV (the re-
duction potential of the model complex is 530
mV lower than for CuA in the protein). In par-
ticular, a change in the electronic ground state
can be expected to change the reduction poten-
tial by no more than 10 mV. Similarly, we have
found no evidence that covalent strain would
significantly influence the inner-sphere reor-
ganisation energy of the protein site.

Therefore, we investigated instead the
model complex. As can be seen in Figure 9a, it
uses quite poor models for the histidine and
axial l igands, viz. amine groups for all four lig-
ands. Moreover, all the ligand atoms are con-
nected by covalent links. We optimised the
structure of the full model complex using the
same methods as for the CuA models. The result
is shown in Figure 9b and Table 3. It can be
seen that the crystal structure is reasonably well
reproduced; the general structure of the two
complexes is very similar, but the calculated
Cu–Cu, Cu–S, and Cu–N distances are slightly
too long.

The optimised structure is also quite similar
to the π structure of the CuA model. However,
the Cu–N distances are 7–15 pm longer in the
Tolman model than in the CuA model, showing
that amine groups are appreciably weaker lig-
ands than imidazole. The amine group seems to
be a reasonable model for the carbonyl li gand
in CuA, because both bind at a distance of ~220
pm, whereas it is a poor model of the methio-
nine ligand, binding more than 20 pm too close.
This shows that the difference in the bonds to
the axial ligands is mainly caused by the poor
ligand models used in the Tolman complex.

Furthermore, the ligands in the Tolman

Table 3. Geometry and stabilit y (in kJ/mole) of some optimised structures with relation to CuA and the mixed-valence
model complex synthesised by Tolman and coworkers [98]. The CuA model is (Im)(S(CH3)2)Cu(SCH3)Cu(Im)-
(CH3CONHCH3) [28].

Complex State Cu–Cu Cu–SCys Cu–N Cu–SMet Cu–O S–Cu–S Relative
Energy

CuA model I+I 257 233–247 207–211 240 250 117
Protein; X-ray [102] I+I 247 226–231 198–207 247 260 108–113

Protein; EXAFS [103] I+I 251–252 231–238 195–197 115
CuA model I+II π 310 227–236 203–210 242 219 95–97 0.0
CuA model I+II σ* 248 231–235 202–209 245 220 114–116 1.2

Protein, X-ray [100,104–108] I+II σ* 220–258 217–240 185–211 239–272219–277 111–119
Protein, EXAFS [103, 109] I+II σ* 243–246 229–233 195–203 115

Model complex [98] I+II π 290–293 223–230 209–213 100
Cu2S2N4C22H46

+
I+II π 304 228–237 217–221 99 0.0

Cu2S2N4C22H46

+, constrained I+II π 258a 229–232 221–227 112 17.5
((NH3)2Cu(SCH3))2

+
I+II π 309 230–233 215–217 96 0.0

((NH3)2Cu(SCH3))2

+
I+II σ* 248 233 215 115 1.6

a This bond length was kept fixed during the geometry optimisation



model strongly stabili se the π electronic state.
We have not been able to find a stable structure
with a short Cu–Cu and a σ* electronic state
for the model complex. At a Cu–Cu distance of
258 pm (the optimum distance for our CuA

model plus the difference between the optimum
Cu–Cu bond length in the Tolman complex and
the calculation), the structure is destabilised by
18 kJ/mole.

In order to estimate the effect of strain in
the macrocyclic connections between the lig-
ands in the model, we optimised a small model
without these links, ((NH3)2Cu(SCH3))2

+ (Fig-
ure 9c). As can be seen in Table 3, the π state
of this model is quite similar to the full model,
with similar bond lengths and angles around the
copper ions. However, for this small model, a
stable σ* state could also be found, with an op-
timum Cu–Cu distance of 248 pm (Figure 9c).

Most interestingly, this state is practically de-
generate with the π state (as in the CuA model).

 Thus, the destabilisation of the σ* state in
the full model complex is caused by the con-
nections between the ligands. From Figure 9c,
it can be seen that in the stable σ* states, the
four amine groups are placed symmetrically
above and below the CuS2Cu plane. There, they
interact with one lobe of the singly occupied Cu
3d orbital, thereby stabilising the complex.
However, in the full model complex, the mac-
rocyclic connections force two amine groups
almost into the CuS2Cu plane, whereas the
other two are far from the plane. This strongly
favour the π structure, where the amine groups
in the CuS2Cu plane can overlap with the singly
occupied Cu 3d orbital, whereas the other two
show a very small overlap.

This shows that the difference between the

           

Figure 9. The crystal structure of the mixed-valence complex prepared by Tolman and coworkers [98] (a; upper left)
and two optimised models of it: (b, lower) Cu2S2N4C22H46

+ in the π state and (c, upper right) ((NH3)2Cu(SCH3))2

+ in the
σ* state.



protein and the model complex actually is
caused by strain. However, not strain in the
protein but in the model. Again, we see that
covalent bonds in a ring are necessary to intro-
duce significant strain in a metal complex. Yet,
the most important conclusion is that results
obtained with model complexes should not be
accepted without considering whether it is a
realistic model of the protein site. In particular,
inorganic models are not necessarily strainless.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this review we have addressed the im-

portance of strain for the function and proper-
ties of various metal protein. We have empha-
sised the importance of defining what you
mean by strain (What is the reference state?
What interactions are included in the concept?
What is the functional value of the strain? What
is significant strain?). If we do not use the same
definition of strain, endless discussion may
arise around a non-existing discrepancy.
Moreover, we have pointed out that strain
should be discussed quantitatively in energy
terms, because chemical transformations are
determined by energy differences. It should
also be recognised that any metal necessarily
becomes slightly distorted when bound to a
protein and that both the metal and the protein
are normally distorted. Since metal–ligand
bonds typically are stronger than the interac-
tions that determine the local orientation of
protein ligands (dihedral angles and Van der
Waals interactions), the protein typically distort
more than the metal [4–6]. In order to introduce
significant covalent strain in a metal site, cyclic
ligands are often necessary. Thus, we have seen
significant strain in the porphyrin ring and in a
macrocyclic model complex. However, we
have in no case found any indication of a func-
tional role for covalent strain in the proteins we
have examined.
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